Shaken, Not Stirred?! –
The U.K. Between Tradition and Modernity

Start-up Activities

○○○ The Queen As a Bond Girl (photo page) 18
○○○ Jungles Today Are Goldmines Tomorrow (historical advert) 19

Britishness? Englishness? – Being British Today

○○○ What Being British Means ... (website, blogs) 20
○○○ Danny Hakim: Saving an Endangered British Species: The Pub (newspaper article, photo) 23
○○○ Huge Survey Reveals Seven Social Classes in UK (online article, cartoon, statistics) 26


○○○ Little England or Great Britain? (magazine article, visual, statistics) 30
    The EU: Should Britain Be in or Out? (newspaper articles, cartoons) 33
○○○ – John Cridland: The UK Is Best-Served Inside a Reformed EU (newspaper article) 33
○○○ – Mark Reckless: If We Left, We Would Get Back Our Democracy (newspaper article) 34
○○○ – Shirley Williams: EU Treatment of Human Rights Is Second to None (newspaper article) 35
○○○ – Joachim Gauck: Europa: Vertrauen erneuern – Verbindlichkeit stärken (German political speech) 37
○○○ David Cameron: Speech on Britain and the European Union (political speech) 38
    Focus on Facts: The European Union 41
○○○ David Cameron: Speech on Scotland’s Future – The Importance of Scotland to the U.K. (political speech) 42
Once There Was ... An Empire ...

- Rudyard Kipling: The White Man's Burden (poem, historical cartoon) 45
- Jeremy Paxman: Our Empire Was an Amazing Thing (newspaper article, photo, historical map) 48
- Andrea Levy: Small Island – Prologue: Queenie (novel, historical advert, photo) 52

Focus on Facts: The British Empire 58

- Nils Klawitter: Lizenz zum Plundern (German newspaper article) 60

Modern Britain: (Economic) Hopes, Hypes & Hazards

- A Little Faster, George? (magazine article, visual, cartoons) 61
- Paying Its Way (magazine article, statistics) 64
- Christina Rietz: Fürs Heizen zu arm (German newspaper article, photo) 67

A Kaleidoscope Queen in a Kaleidoscope Country? – Politicians and Royals

- The Queen's Diamond Jubilee 2012 – Ceremony at Westminster Hall (honorary speeches, photo, visual) 69
- Baroness D’Souza: Honorary Address by the Speaker of the House of Lords (honorary speech) 70
- John Bercow: Honorary Address by the Speaker of the House of Commons (honorary speech) 70
- Queen Elizabeth II: Address to both Houses of Parliament (honorary speech) 71
- Christina Patterson: A Pay Rise for the Queen? She’s Worth Every Penny (newspaper article, German comment, infographic, photo, cartoon) 74
- Robert Jobson: The Rebel Prince (magazine article, cartoon, photo) 78

Focus on Facts: Landmarks in British History 81

The Commonwealth – Common Sense? – Post-Colonial Tasks & Challenges

- The Commonwealth – What Is It For? (magazine article, photo, cartoon) 84

Focus on Documents: Domesday Book and Magna Carta 87

Focus on Documents: Singapore Declaration of Commonwealth Principles (1971) 88

• Queen Elizabeth II: Commonwealth Day Message 2014 (honorary speech, website) 89

Ethnic Communities in the U.K. – A Multicultural Kaleidoscope?!

- Emily Dugan: Living in Mixed Communities ‘Makes People Feel British’ (newspaper article, photo) 91
- Many Asians ‘Do Not Feel British’ (online article, statistics, blog) 92
- Ethnic Minorities – Into the Melting Pot (magazine article, photo) 95

Focus on Vocab: Thematic Vocabulary 107
India: Democracy, Diversity and Determination

Start-up Activities

- Indian Students Celebrating Holi (photo page) 110
- Ol Parker: The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel (screenplay) 111

The Raj – Britain’s Dreams and India’s Nightmares

- Mahatma Gandhi: There Is No Salvation for India (1916) (political speech, photo) 112
- British Perspectives on the Raj (essay, historic statements, historic photos) 113
- Alice Perrin: The Rise of Ram Din (short story, photo) 116

Focus on Documents: Indian Independence Act (1947) 121

- Jawaharlal Nehru: A Tryst with Destiny – Independence Day Speech of 1947 (political speech, photo) 122
- Suman Varandani: India Independence Day 2014: Top Quotes from Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s First Speech (online article, photo) 123

21st Century India: Booms, Boons and Burdens

- Tradition Meets Trend – Modern India (poem, photos, film stills) 126
- Andrea Glaubacker: Gesellschaft im Wandel – Tata und Cola (German travel journal, visual) 128
- Manufacturing in India: The Masala Mittelstand (magazine article, visual, statistics) 130

Focus on Facts: India: From Raj to Modern Democracy 135

- Laxman Khumbi: Living in Dharavi, Mumbai (India) (documentary, photos) 137
- India Is ... Miles Ahead of Britain ... (website) 139
- Sanjeev Bhaskar: Bangalore – India’s Silicon Valley (documentary, photo, statistics) 140
- Aravind Adiga: Between the Assassinations (novel, visual) 142
- Tuk-Tuking the World by Storm (magazine article, photos) 146
- Suketu Mehta: India’s War on Its Women (magazine article, photo) 149

Focus on Vocab: Thematic Vocabulary 152

The American Dream – Reveries and Realities

Start-up Activities

- Banksy: Childlike Liberty (mural, photo) 154
- Bruce Springsteen: American Land (song) 155

America and Americans – Insight and Outlooks

- David Lynch, Jason S., Austin Lynch: Interview Project (online interviews, maps, photos) 156
- John Steinbeck: America and Americans (essay, cartoon) 158

Focus on Facts: American Beliefs and Values 162

- J. Hector St. John de Crévecoeur: The American Is a New Man (1782) (autobiographical document, cartoon, historic painting) 163
- Henry R. Luce: The American Century (1941) (magazine article, photo) 165
Contents

Focus on Facts: Founding and Shaping a Nation: Political and Historical Visions and Challenges

- Presidents' Views on Democracy (political speeches) 167
- The Exploration of the USA and the Frontier 169
- Landmarks in United States History 170
- America’s Cornerstone Documents (The Mayflower Compact/The Declaration of Independence/The Bill of Rights) 172
- Colum McCann: Let the Great World Spin (novel, photo) 174
- Richard Lacayo: Remains of the Day (magazine article, photo) 178

The American Dream: “Opportunity for Each”?

- Maya Angelou: On the Pulse of Morning (inaugural poem, photo, cartoon) 181
- John Steinbeck: Cannery Row (novel, film still) 184
- Barack Obama: Let’s Dream – Commencement Address at Knox College (speech, visual) 186

When Dreams Go Bust ...

- Wanted: The Dream – Dead or Alive? 190
- The American Dream, RIP? (magazine article, cartoons) 191
- Class in America: Mobility, Measured (magazine article, statistics) 192
- Barack Obama: State of the Union Address, 28 January 2014 (political speech, cartoon, statistics) 193
- Broke in the ‘Burbs (magazine article, statistics) 196
- Jana Simon: Mein armes Amerika (German travel report, photos) 198
- Tales from the Streets (magazine article, photo, statistics) 200

“Separate But Equal” ... The African-American Struggle for Civil Rights

- Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie: Americanah (novel, photos) 203
- Chris Melzer: Afro – eine Frisur, die Wahlen gewinnt (German newspaper article, photo) 207
- African-American Encounters ... 209
- Phillis Wheatley: On Being Brought from Africa to America (poem) 209
- Historical African-American Views on Liberty and Slavery 210
- Frederick Douglass: What, to the Slave, Is the Fourth of July? (1852) (historical political speech, photo) 211
- Frank Bell: When I Was a Slave (historical memoir) 212
- Andrew Goodman: When I Was a Slave (historical memoir) 212
- Martin Luther King: Letter from Birmingham Jail (letter, photo, magazine cover) 214
- Danny Strong: The Butler (screenplay, film, film stills, poster, photos) 215

Focus on Facts: The Civil Rights Movement: Fighting for Freedom and Equality 221

Minorities in the USA: Trying to Get Their Share of the Pie

- Mark Helprin: Ellis Island (novel, cartoon, photo) 223
- Pathway to U. S. Citizenship (visual, cartoons) 224
- David Henry Hwang: FOB (play, painting) 226

Focus on Facts: The United States: Immigration and Minorities 229

- Jimmy Santiago Baca: So Mexicans Are Taking Jobs from Americans (poem, photos) 230
- Kirk Semple: Many U. S. Immigrants' Children Seek American Dream Abroad (newspaper article, blogs) 232
- Readers' Comments 233
European and America: Old Alliances - New Friendships?
The Special Relationship Between the United States and Great Britain (political speeches, photo)
- John Bercow: Introductory Remarks by the Speaker of the House of Commons (political speech) 235
- Barack Obama: Remarks by the President to Parliament (excerpt) (political speech) 235
- Baroness Helene Hayman: Closing Remarks by the Speaker of the House of Lords (political speech) 236
- Katherine Rushton: Battle Lines Drawn for the EU-US Trade Talks (magazine article, cartoon, statistics) 238

Dreams and Delusions: The Role of the USA in the 21st Century
- Another Morning in America: A To-Do List for the World’s Superpower (magazine article, cartoon) 244
- Dan Roberts: Obama Signals Foreign Policy Shift But Insists: ‘America Must Always Lead’ (magazine article, photo, cartoon) 246
- Barack Obama: Commencement Address at West Point (excerpt) (political speech)
- Frank Herrmann: Obama definiert den Führungsanspruch der USA neu (German newspaper article) 249
- Eli Lake: Obama’s War in Iraq Marks the Return of the Global War on Terror (online article, cartoon) 249

Focus on Vocab: Thematic Vocabulary 252

Democracy: Politics, Polls & Protesters

Start-up Activities
- Guillermo Bert: The Price of Democracy (painting) 256
- David Rovics: The Best Democracy Money Can Buy (protest song) 257

Democracy in Action: Parliaments, Parties, Politics
- What’s Gone Wrong with Democracy (political essay, cartoons) 258
- Oliver Wright: Voting Should Be Compulsory for Young People at Least Once (newspaper article, statistics) 266

Democracy Going Global: Revolutions, Rebellions, Riots
- World on the Rise (map) 275
- Tracy Chapman: Talkin’ ’Bout a Revolution (song) 276
- Protest, Street Fighting and Romance ... (photos, German essays) 277
- Damals: Böser Kuss - 16.11.2013 278
- Heute: Guter Kuss – 22.3.2014 278
- David Cameron: Speech to Students at Chonqing University, China (political speech) 279
The United Nations: Peace, Stability and Human Rights

- Ban Ki-Moon: Message on Human Rights Day 2010 (honorary speech) 281
- The United Nations 282
- The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 283
- Thematic Vocabulary 287

Economy, Energy, Efficiency – The World Going Global

Start-up Activities
- Nora Croenenberg: A Dangerous World – Modern Triangular Trade (visual/map) 288
- Rana Foroohar: Globalization in Reverse (magazine article) 289

Moving Heaven and Earth? – Global Migration and Outsourcing
- The Abuse of Migrants – And Still They Come (magazine article, statistical data, map) 290
- Robert Booth, Pete Pattison: Modern-Day Slavery. Qatar World Cup: Migrants Wait a Year to Be Paid for Building Offices (newspaper article, photos) 294
- Outsourcing Services – Call Centers in India (Internet job advert) 299
- John & Jane – Indian Call Agents (documentary film) 300
- The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel – Teaching Telephone Acquisition (film, film still) 301

Going Hot and Cold – Environment vs. Resources
- Leonore Taylor, Tania Branigan: U.S. and China Strike Deal on Carbon Cuts in Push for Global Climate Change Pact (newspaper article, statistical data) 302
- Roger Howard: Is the U.S. Fracking Boom a Bubble? (magazine article, visual) 305
- John Krasinski, Matt Damon: Promised Land (screenplay, film stills) 310
- Reinhard Kowalewsky, Thomas Reisener: Exxon verspricht harmloses Fracking (German newspaper article, map) 318
- ExxonMobil: Lassen Sie uns über Fracking reden (German advert) 319
- Paul Torday: Salmon Fishing in the Yemen (novel) 320

Shop Till You Drop ... Global Trade and Consumption
- Joseph Stiglitz: Why Globalization Fails (lecture, cartoon) 325
- The Emporium Strikes Back (magazine article, photo, statistical data) 327
- Progress & Responsibility in a Global World 331
- World Trade 332
- Juliette Garside: Is the Tide Turning Against Amazon? (newspaper article, info graphic, cartoon) 333

Thematic Vocabulary 337
Science (Fiction) & Technology – Towards a Better World?!

Start-up Activities
- Zayed National Museum (photo)
- Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi (online article)
- H. G. Wells: The Time Machine (novel)
- Pharrell Williams: Happy (song)

Genetic Engineering: Between Genius and Gambling?
- Low-Cost Fertility Treatment – Maybe Babies (magazine article, cartoon, statistics)
- Brigitte Osterath: Apple and Facebook’s “Social Freezing” May Be Problematic (online article, cartoons)
- Richard Gray: Pigs Could Grow Human Organs in Stem Cell Breakthrough (newspaper article, photo, visual, blogs)

Focus on Facts: Genetic Engineering
- Monsanto Dominates the Global Seed Market (documentary)
- Philip Bethge: Der Brokkoli gehört uns allen (German magazine article)

Science & Technology: Man Between Molecules and Machines
- How Science Goes Wrong (magazine article, cartoons)
- Stephen Baxter: Into the Future (magazine article, photo, cartoons, German newspaper article)
- Matt Haig: Echo Boy (novel)

Utopia & Dystopia: Between Euphoria and Disaster
- Alfonso Cuaron, Timothy J. Sexton: Children of Men (Screenplay) (screenplay, film still)
- Cormac McCarthy, Joe Penhall: The Road (novel, film stills, screenplay)

Focus on Vocab: Thematic Vocabulary

Communication or Confusion? – English Around the World

Start-up Activities
- Mel Bochner: Silence! (painting)
- Communication ... Hearing What Isn't Said ... (statements)

It’s English, Stupid! – English As a Changing Language
- Peter Lavelle: CrossTalk: English vs. Globish (online interview, exemplary phrases)
- Mark Spörre: Das verstehe wer will (German newspaper article, visual)

Communication – Words ... Words ... Words?!
- Andrés Martinez: No, You Don’t Have to Sign Up for Mandarin Lessons Just Yet (blog, cartoons)
- Jane O’Brien: Learn English Online: How the Internet Is Changing Language (Internet report, cartoons)

Focus on Facts: Communicative Strategies
Varieties of English

Paul Roberts: Set Us Free from Standard English (online article) 393
Varieties of English Around the World (excerpts from speeches, interviews) 394
Sapphire: Push (novel) 396

Focus on Facts: English Around the World 398
Focus on Languages: British and American English 399
Focus on Language: The Language Register of English 400
Focus on Vocab: Thematic Vocabulary 401

Modern Media – Social, Smart and Spying?!

Start-up Activities

Associated Press: Distracted Walking (photo, news footage) 402
Michael Grunwald: The Second Age of Reason: Information Overload Will Improve Our Lives (magazine article) 403

Digits and Big Data: The Digitalization of the World

Lev Grossman: The Man Who Wired the World – Mark Zuckerberg’s Crusade to Put Every Single Human Being Online (magazine article, statistical data) 404
Dave Eggers: The Circle (novel) 407
Andreas Gruhn: Daten sind das Öl des 21. Jahrhunderts (German newspaper article, statistical data) 410

Phoning or Phoney? – Being Permanently Wired

Cecilia Kang: Podcasts Show Profits As They Enter the Mainstream Media (newspaper article) 413
Kilian Trotier: Fürs Kindle – Wie Amazon systematisch die Kultur entwertet (German newspaper article) 416

Focus on Facts: The Media 418

Jessica Salter: Meet the Children Blogging About Their World (online article, cartoon) 419
Gary Turk: Look Up (poem, Internet video, painting/mural) 421

Spying Everywhere on Everyone? – (Social) Media and Networks

Alexandra Suich: Little Brother (magazine article, statistical data) 425
Sarah Buduson: Is Your Smartphone Spying on You? How Tech Companies Track Your Every Move (online article, visual) 429
Nick Stevens, Aleks Krotoski: The Era of E-Friends (interview, statistical data/map) 432
Spike Jonze: Her (screenplay) 435
Kilian Trotier: Das Netz lernt küssen (German newspaper article, visual) 437

Focus on Vocab: Thematic Vocabulary 440
Shakespeare: Such Stuff As Dreams Are Made On ...

Start-up Activities

- Shakespeare's Tragedies (visual) 442
- Another Line-Up of Sex and Violence (cartoon) 443
- Thomas Platter: Witnessing Elizabethan London (1599) (historical diary)

Mr. Shakespeare: On Stage, Please!

- John Orloff: Anonymous (screenplay, photo, cartoon) 444
- John Russell Brown: Onstage and Backstage (The Art of “Bewitching” an Audience) (essay, visual) 447

Dreams and Demons ...

- Death, Devils ... Dissolution (excerpts from plays) 452
- William Shakespeare: Richard III (history play, photos) 452
- William Shakespeare: Macbeth (tragedy) 454
- William Shakespeare: The Tempest (Prospero’s Epilogue) (comedy) 454
- William Shakespeare: Sonnet 73 (sonnet) 455
- Wolf Biermann: 73 (German sonnet) 455
- Kenneth Branagh: Explosionen im Gehirn (German interview) 458
- Ulrich Matthes: Man kann nur scheitern (German interview) 458

Dreams and Desires ...

- Love, Lust ... Elysium? (excerpts from plays) 460
- William Shakespeare: Love's Labour's Lost (comedy, photo) 460
- William Shakespeare: Henry V (tragedy, photo) 461
- John Donne: The Good Morrow (poem, visual) 463
- Marc Norman, Tom Stoppard: Shakespeare’s Weekly Confession ... (screenplay, film still) 466

Starting off and Starting out – Learning, Studying and Working

Start-up Activities

- The World of Work Map (visual) 470
- About the Map (instruction) 470

The Future World of Work: Changes, Choices & Careers

- Ryan Avent: The Third Great Wave – The Great Eclipse of Labour (magazine article, statistical data) 472
- The Changing World of Work (online article) 475
- Benetton: Unemployee of the Year (anti-ad) 477
From Application to Assessment Centre

From Application to Assessment Centre

| Study, Internships and Scholarships (university programme adverts, role cards) |
| Focus on Facts: Key Qualifications and Soft Skills |

| MAX Employment: The Top 10 Interview Questions (cartoons, job interview) |

| Focus on Vocab: Thematic Vocabulary |

Appendix: Competences, Skills & Methods
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